Call to Action against the Spring 2011
International Monetary fund/ world bank Meetings
On April 16, 2000 upward
of
20,000
anti-globalization
protesters
descended
on
Washington, DC to resist the
destructive neoliberal policies of
the International Monetary Fund
and World Bank. On the heels of
the stunning victory in Seattle
on N30, hopes were high that
the A16 demo would shut down
the meetings and once again
show the world the power of
bottom-up, horizontal resistance.

results are the same. Here in
Washington, DC, home of the
IMF and World Bank, school
budgets are being slashed,
homeless shelters closed, city
employees laid off, and Metro
fares raised, all to make up
budget shortfalls caused by
rescuing multi-billion dollar
banks from their own greed and
stupidity. DC is also the target
of an invasion by Wal-Mart,
who plans to open four stores
here in 2012. This is the same
Wal-Mart that received millions
from the World Bank for energy
projects in Haiti and Mexico.

A16 didn’t turn out to be another

Seattle, but the worldwide
struggle against neoliberalism
was
largely
successful
nonetheless.
The
relentless
pressure of mass demonstrations
at every summit meeting, coupled
with ever more militant resistance
from the residents of the affected
countries, left the so-called
Washington consensus in ruins.
IMF capitalization plummeted
in the following years as more
and more poor nations opted
out of the financial straightjacket
of exorbitant interest rates and
austerity measures demanded
of
IMF
loan
recipients.

The rest of the world is not

Today,

the
tentacles
of
neoliberalism are encircling
previously exempt populations
in Europe and the US, as
international bankers demand
their speculative losses be
made good by people already
on the verge of�destitution.
In countries like Greece and
Latvia, massive cuts in social
services are forcing millions
On April 16, 2000 20,000 protesters besieged the spring meetings of
into poverty, in order to repay
the IMF the billions that went the IMF and World Bank. In 2011 the IMF and World Bank are again
to bailing out casino capitalists. meeting on April 16. Their previous schemes ended in failure, but the
In other countries,�like the US, Great Recession, bailouts, and austerity have brought them back from the
neoliberals wreak their havoc brink. On A16 2011 we will again confront the spring meetings of the
without middlemen, but the
IMF and World Bank. Everyone’s invited…

taking this lying down. In Greece,
strikes and protests are near daily
occurrences, to the point that the
economic disruption may be
costing the government more
money than they save through
austerity measures. Students in
England have rioted in response
to tuition hikes, destroying the
lobby of the Conservative* party
headquarters
and
attacking
Prince Charles’ car – with
him inside it. A spontaneous,
leaderless revolt in Tunisia has
driven one president into exile,
and the transition government
is
already
falling
apart.

Here in the US we live at the
heart of the capitalist empire.
More than any other people in the
world, we have the opportunity,
and the responsibility, to derail
the imperial machine. This year
the IMF and World Bank will
once again begin their spring
meetings on April 16. The IMF
Resistance Network invites all
enemies of neoliberal capitalism
to join us in the streets of DC to
fight for a just and free world.

Why the IMF Sucks:an FAQ
What does the IMF do exactly?
The IMF is a bank. They lend

money to financially strapped
national governments, for the
purpose of paying off existing
debt. As a requirement for
granting these loans the IMF
imposes austerity measures
on the recipient country. These
measures, (called “poverty
reduction programs,” believe
it or not) include slashing
government payrolls, raising
taxes (but not on the rich),
selling off national assets to
foreign corporations at fire
sale prices, eliminating social
programs like health care
and education, devaluing the
local currency, and opening
markets to cheap subsidized
imports that bankrupt local
businesses
and
farmers.

But aren’t austerity measures
necessary to save money?
No. Austerity measures cause

the economy to shrink, which
reduces tax revenues, usually
by enough to annihilate any
savings. Governments in the

by the IMF Resistance Network
IMF’s grip have no choice but labor costs, and privatization
infrastructure
and
to impose even more austerity allows
the following year in a vain natural resources to be snapped
attempt to catch up. This cycle up cheaply. “Liberalization”
becomes an economic death spiral of financial markets, another
from which there is no escape. common loan condition, creates
opportunities for fraud and
But can’t those countries manipulation by speculators.
just
declare
bankr uptcy? In addition the World Bank, the
Not easily. The IMF has the power IMF’s partner in crime, lends
to impose crippling economic money for environmentally
“development
sanctions on any nation that destructive
projects”
like
coal mines
defaults on its debt. Without
the IMF seal of approval, poor and hydroelectric dams. The
countries can’t borrow money contracts to build and run these
from any bank, not just the IMF. things go to politically connected
International investors pull their multinational construction firms.
money out and rich countries cut
off foreign aid. The end result - a How is the IMF run? Is it
completely devastated economy accountable
to anybody?
- is pretty much the same as The IMF operates under the
from attempting to pay off the principle of “one dollar, one
loans, but it happens a lot faster. vote,” so that while it has dozens
of member countries only the
Why would the IMF do things richest ones have significant
like that? What’s in it for them? influence. The United States
Their goal is to further enrich controls 17% of the votes, which,
Western
corporations,
who since decisions require an 85%
can make a lot of money from majority, is enough to veto any
a nation’s misery. Rampant decision. This explains why the
unemployment drives down IMF is often described as “an arm
of the US Treasury Department.”

Is anybody fighting back?
Yes, many people. A world wide

movement for global justice
emerged in the late nineties,
featuring popular revolts in
the global south, and massive
protests against the IMF and other
neoliberal institutions in Europe
and the US. As a result, most of
South America had escaped the
IMF’s clutches by 2007. More
recently, strikes and riots have
become common occurrences
in Greece. After the Greek
government announced in April
2010 that they were accepting
IMF “aid” hundreds of thousands
people took to the streets in protest.
Greek truck drivers went on strike
for three weeks last September,
virtually paralyzing the country.

What can I do to help?
The IMF and World Bank hold
meetings twice a year, usually
in Washington, DC. These
meetings are great opportunities
to
demonstrate
solidarity
with others resisting the IMF
around the globe. Learn more
at
www.imfresistance.org.

About Resistance
The IMF Resistance Network is an East coast-based
anti-authoritarian group dedicated to organizing resistance
to the International Monetary Fund and World Bank.

The Network was formed after the Spring 2010 IMF
demonstrations in Washington DC, and afterwards
organized the mobilization against the IMF and World
Bank meetings last October.

Right now we are organizing in resistance the next round
of IMF and World Bank meetings this April 15-17th. Stay
tuned for more information about the Network, getting
involved and the actions to come!
We can be reached via email at contact@imfresistance.org

Network Consent Policy
necessarily, constitute consent.
Further,
if
someone
is
intoxicated, they may not
be in a position to give you
consent. Consent is required
each and every time there is
sexual activity, regardless of
the parties’relationship, prior
This includes people who have sexual history, or current
perpetrated in the past (unless activity.
they have successfully undergone
or are currently going through an Obtaining
consent
from
accountability process and are another
involves
having
approved by individual people an open and active mind
and community involved to be to learn to understand that
there), people who are running person. Consensual touch and
away
from
accountability interactions empowers people
processes, or people who refuse to be honest with others about
to respect the IMF Resistance what they are comfortable with
Network consent guidelines.
and what they do and do not
want. Doing personal work
Consent: Consent is actively to consistently seek consent
and
voluntarily
expressed and respect the times when it
agreement. Doing personal work is not given helps to combat
to consistently seek consent rape culture and is necessary
and respect the times when it is to build strong, healthy antinot given helps to combat rape authoritarian communities.
culture, and informed consent,
sexual and otherwise, is necessary This is especially important
in the building of strong, healthy in every physical and sexual
anti-authoritarian communities. encounter, regardless of length,
The following do not qualify history, or specific situation.
as consent: silence, passivity, Check in with others and check
and coerced acquiescence. Body in with yourself.
movements, non-verbalresponses
such as moans, or the appearance Sexual
Assault: Sexual
of physical arousal do not, assault is any non-consensual

Perpetrators
of
sexual,
emotional, physical violence,
harrasment, or assault are
not welcome at any IMF
Resistance Network events or
organizational spaces.

Points of
Interest
1- St. Stephen’s
2 - Washington
Convention Center,
home of Powershift
3 - Freedom Plaza,
concert location
4 - Murrow Park
5 - IMF HQ where the
meetings will be held

sexual interaction. Sexual assault
happens, and it happens in
activist and radical communities
as much as anywhere else. Sexual
assault can be perpetrated by a
completestranger, but is often
perpetrated by someone known
and trusted by a survivor and
community. Sexual assault is a tool
of domination, of taking power,
and can rob someone of their self
respect, feelings of self worth,
and autonomy. Sexual assault
is rooted in broader systems of
oppression such as patriarchy,
white supremacy, capitalism,
homophobia, and colonialism
and is not separable from them
in how and why it is perpetrated,
experienced, and dealt with.

All events, organizational
spaces and housing are alcohol
and drug free.

and
anti-authoritarians
for
years. Anyone who stays at
or participates in events at St.
Stephen’s will be expected to
clean up after themselves and
take absolute care of the building
and property of St. Stephen’s.

People who violate consent or
guidelines will be directed to
leave IMF Resistance Network
organizational spaces and
housing arrangements.

Given the short time frame, lack
of people and resources, and
likelihood of state repression, we
don’t have the ability to deal with
these situations in this temporary,
constructed community. We are
survivor centric and survivor
oriented. When a decision needs
to be made to give“benefit of
the doubt” to a perpetrator
or support to a survivor, the
preference will be to support the
survivor.

Intoxication has legal implications
and can also be very upsetting to
others. If anyone is under the
influence of alcohol or drugs at
any designated IMF Resistance Remember, we are resisting
Network event or space, they will
be asked to end participation in the IMF in large part because
the event and/or leave the space. the IMF acts WITHOUT
accountability to or consent
Respect and be conscious of the of the people it fucks over.
spaces we are in.
Werefuse to replicate the same
paradigm of domination and
Mass housing will be held at abuse. Let’s keep each other
St. Stephen’s, a church that has
consistently housed anarchists safe.

Know Your RIGHTS
When a police officer tries to talk to you on the street:
You CAN ask ”Am I free to go?” You NEVER have to tell them

anything else. Use your discretion.
You are NEVER required to speak to police, but not cooperating
at all (i.e. not giving your name, etc, may turn a routine stop into
an illegal arrest) may result in longer detention or arrest.
You CAN remember that what they say to you may not be true.
You CAN walk away if they tell you that you are free to go
(running at this point may give them a reason to pursue you).
Why? Talking with police officers is risky: It is very easy for police
to distort what you say into something that might cause them to
arrest you or someone else. What seems to you like an innocent
statement may be distorted and that distortion may be used to
incriminate you. Police officers do not have to tell you why they
are speaking to you. They are allowed to lie to you and to trick
you into giving them information. You do not have to speak to law
enforcement officers. If you are not being detained you may walk
away and go about your business.

If you are told that you are not free to go:
You CAN say, “I am going to remain silent, I want to speak to a

lawyer.”
You CAN remember that they are trained to try to trick you into
talking, and frequently distort statements into something that
sounds incriminating. (This could hurt you or someone else later)
You CAN remember that what they say to you may not be true.
Why? If you are not free to go, you are being detained. Police do
not necessarily have to read you your rights if you are merely
detained, as opposed to being in custody. Being “in custody” is
a technical distinction which is not always clear. If you are not
“in custody” but are merely “detained” police are free to ask you
questions without reading you your rights. However, you do not
have to answer. Anything you say to police while being detained
could be distorted to give them a reason to arrest you. That
distortion may be used against you or someone else. They may be
nice or very intimidating, and they may get very mad if you do not
answer their questions. However, remaining silent will keep your
words from being distorted, and NLG lawyers advice that you
ALWAYS ask for a lawyer.

There are several different law enforcement agencies in the D.C.
area, each with their own jurisdiction. Even though there are
different laws covering each jurisdiction, the agencies do work
together - you could get arrested or harassed by a Metropolitan
Police Officer (D.C. city police) in a park that is covered by the
U.S. Park Police. You might meet the D.C. Metropolitan Police, the
U.S. Park Police, the Capitol Police, the Supreme Court Police, the
Secret Service, or possibly the Federal Bureau of Investigation or
other federal intelligence agencies.
It is a good idea to document any police encounters and get all
relevant information to a lawyer or your legal team. The following
are scenarios of encounters and possible responses.

DEMONSTRATION LAWS &
RELATED ISSUES
MASKS:

In Washington, D.C. it is usually
legal to wear a mask or bandana
at any time, including during a
protest unless the mask is worn
during the commission of a
crime or to avoid identification
during unlawful activity. (DC
Code 22-3312.03). The maximum
penalty for violation of the law
is a $500 and/or 180 days in jail.
While you can wear a mask, be
aware that the police may try to
intimidate you into removing it.
You are not allowed to wear
a mask during a home demo.
According to the Residential
Tranquility Act of 2010 (yes,
really!), it is illegal to target
a residence for purposes of
demonstration while masked.
The maximum penalty for
violation is a 500 dollar fine or 90
days in jail.

OVERCHARGING:
If police officers ask to or begin to search you:
Police and prosecutors
You CAN say and repeat at every step of the search: ”I do not D.C. sometimes engage
consent to this search” (they may continue anyway).
You CAN speak loudly and clearly so that any witnesses can hear
you say it.
You CAN remember that trying to physically stop them from
searching you could lead to arrest and serious charges. Why?
If you are being detained, officers are allowed to frisk you. You
can refuse to consent to a search. This does not mean officers will
respect your wishes, but it may mean that any evidence found
could be kept out of a criminal proceeding against you. Trying to
stop them from searching you may lead to arrest and additional
charges.

If you are under arrest:

You CAN say: “I am going to remain silent. I want to speak to a
lawyer.”
You CAN repeat this mantra to any cop who asks you questions
after your arrest.
You CAN remember that what they say to you may not be true.
You CAN choose not talk to anyone other than your lawyer about
the circumstances of the arrest, even other prisoners, friends and
family. Even if other people in your jail cell seem like they are
on your side, they may be undercover police, or the police may
persuade other arrestees to testify against you in exchange for a
reduced sentence, so you can choose not say anything about the
circumstances leading to your arrest, or anything else that might
be used to incriminate you or anyone else.
You CAN ask to speak to an attorney at the very early stages of
an arrest because this lets the police know that you do not wish to
answer questions without a lawyer present and legally precludes
police from interrogating you.
While in an automobile:
If ordered by police to do so, the driver of a vehicle must stop,
show identification, and answer routine questions (name, date of
birth, and address). Cops sometimes order the driver or passengers
out of the vehicle and may frisk them to check for weapons.
Police need a reason to stop a vehicle. They cannot legally order
a vehicle to stop, for no reason, unless it is at an established and
lawful checkpoint. However, police do stop vehicles without legal
justification. If you are stopped for no reason the best thing to do
is to ask the officer why they stopped you. Quite often, officers
do not need a warrant to search a car on the street. The rules for
searching vehicles are fairly complicated. However, once a police
officer makes a valid traffic stop they can observe the contents of
the car in “plain view” and can then make a search of the car if the
objects in “plain view” gives them legal reason to do so. They do
need a search warrant to search a closed container or bag inside
your car unless you are under arrest. If a vehicle is impounded,
police may look through everything left in the car, including bags
and container. When in doubt don’t consent to any search, and call
the legal hotline, if there is one, or a lawyer.

in
in
“overcharging” (charging people
with exaggerated offenses). If
you are overcharged, it does
not necessarily mean that the
prosecution (government/police)
will be able to or will want to
make the charge stick in court
(see pleading section below).
The following are examples of
exaggerated charges:
Assault on a Police Officer
(APO) In cases where police use
unreasonable force in making an
arrest it is not unusual for police
to then charge the arrestee with
an APO. Resisting arrest by using
ANY physical touching, can be
charged as a felony Assault on
a Police Officer with a penalty of
up to 5 years in prison. Vomiting
on a cop has been charged as an
APO.
Destruction
of
Property.
Destroying property valued
over $250.00, including fences,
barricades and other devices
used to inhibit First Amendment
rights, can be charged as a
felony.
Assault with a Dangerous Weapon.
Use of a weapon can be charged
as a felony if you using ANY
object whatsoever (even your
foot/shoe) in a threatening
manner. The police or the
prosecutor make that decision.
Engaging In, or Inciting, a Riot.
Allegations of these acts can
be charged as a felony in cases
involving serious bodily injury
or destruction of property valued
over $5,000.00. NOTE: Felony
charges carry substantial criminal
penalties and increase the chance
of being detained at length.

Possession of ammunition.
It doesn’t have to be real
ammunition, it just has to look
like it. You can be arrested in
DC for wearing a bullet belt or
having an empty shell casing, so
leave that stuff home.

GETTING OUT OF JAIL:

Once arrested, you will most
likely be transported to a police
station or processing center. The
rule in D.C. is that if police are
going to hold an arrestee for
presentation to the court, the
police are supposed to present the
arrestee before the court within
48 hours of arrest. The general
practice is to present an arrestee
before the court on the next
business day. Court “business”
days are every day except
Sunday, so if you get arrested on
a Saturday you will likely spend
an extra night in jail. Once at
the police station or processing
station one of the following three
things will probably happen.
1. Citation: Police may release
some individuals who give an
address within 25 miles of D.C.
and have identification if they
sign a paper promising to appear
in court on a future date. Future
court appearance is REQUIRED.
To increase the chance of being
released on citation you should
carry identification. Of course,
those who elect to not give their
names will not be released on
citation.
2. Post and Forfeit: Police
sometimes offer the option to
“post and forfeit,” which means
to post a bond
(usually between $50.00 and
$100.00) and to forfeit the right
to a trial. You WILL NOT have
a conviction on your record,
WILL NOT have to return to
court, WILL NOT get a trial, and
WILL NOT get your money back.
NOTE: You can ask to “post but
not forfeit” if you want to be
released but also want a trial.
3. Held: If you are held, you may
be transported to several different
police stations or processing
centers. You will be booked, and
later taken to be presented before
the court. D.C. law requires that
police bring arrestees before the
court within 48 hours of arrest.
Note that, contrary to common
belief, you do not have the right
to immediately make a phone
call or immediately see a lawyer.
Although police are not required
to allow you to make a phone
call, they may. If so, be aware
that you cannot make calls to
cell phones from D.C. jails, and
remember that the police may
monitor all calls.

Note: If you cannot afford a lawyer, the court is constitutionally

required to appoint one to represent you if your charges carry a
penalty of 6 months jail time or more. In DC the court appoints
criminal counsel to folks facing less than 6 months (who can’t
afford their own lawyer) under the Criminal Justice Act. . If
booking questions go beyond name, address and date of birth, ask
for a lawyer to be present.

SChedule
Friday, April 15th
Keep DC Wal-Mart Free!
No to the IMF and No to Wal-Mart!
Details TBA @ Walmartfreedc.org
7-10PM: IMF Resistance Network: Welcome to DC
St. Stephen’s Church - 16th & Newton St, NW
Welcome Dinner
Film Screening
Health & Safety Training
Legal Training

Saturday, April 16th
6AM: March Against the IMF and World Bank!
Washington Circle - 23rd & Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Disrupt the Opening of the April 2011 Meetings!
1PM: Rally in Resistance to the IMF and World Bank!
Murrow Park - 18th & Pennsylvania Ave, NW
2PM: Break the Bank Bike Race
Starts at Murrow Park - 18th & Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Race around the IMF and World Bank Meetings!
What: Scavenger Hunt
Details TBA
7-10PM: Music to Smash Capitalism
Freedom Plaza - 14th & Pennsylvania Ave NW
Free Outdoor Punk Show!

MISCHIEF BREW-www.myspace.com/mischiefbrew
APPALACHIAN TERROR UNIT- www.myspace.com/appalachianterrorunit

PRAXIS
PEREGRINE-www.myspace.com/peregrinemetal
More TBA: www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=198579376830489
Nocturnal Anti-Capitalist Action
Details TBA

Sunday, April 17th
9-10AM: Debrief and Consulta for September Mobilization
Details TBA
12-5PM: Festival of Resistance
Freedom Plaza, 14th & Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Cakalak Thunder Marching Band
Bread and Puppet Theater
Head-Roc
Radical Puppet Groups
Radical Poetry
Speakers

We know we shouldn’t riot but it feels too good to stop
Even though Naomi tells us that it’s wrong to summit hop
From Bookchin down to Rebick, the same old glum refrain
Be sober and responsible, our struggle’s not a game
But in all our local projects we’ve yet to feel the joy
Of masking up and throwing down to make total destroy
A flaming dumpster in the street’s a sight we thrill to see
Especially when hurtling toward five-O’s APC
Some might say we have a problem, but we can’t quite seem to care
When smoke from burning cop cars begins drifting through the air
A masked-up crowd, a teargas haze: to us a joyful frolic
But NEFAC keeps insisting that it’s all merely symbolic
There might be a 12 step program but we haven’t really looked
The sticky part for us would be admitting that we’re hooked
But if you’re a riot junkie too and need to get your kicks
Then come to DC in the spring - ‘cause we’ve got your next fix

IMFRESISTANCE.ORG

